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Brightleaf Solutions Upcoming Live Webinar: Why and when
to choose AI Software for Contract Meta-Data Extraction
and Analytics
A live online event to discuss about benefits and limitations of AI Software for
contract meta-data extraction and analytics!
Brookline, MA – Brightleaf Solutions, Inc. is hosting a webinar to highlight how and when to use AI
technologies to extract the data from contracts.
Extracting data from contracts is a concern for many organizations. Today leading companies are already
leveraging artificial intelligence, machine learning and other advanced technologies to automate the contract
management process and strengthen their compliance. AI and ML are the latest trends in the contract
management and extraction industries, but these technological advances demand a clear understanding of
what they can and cannot do. Otherwise, companies are risking a lot of invested dollars without utilizing the
tools to their fullest potential.
Brightleaf Solutions, a contract migration and data extraction service provider will host a webinar to discuss
what AI, when used as a contracting tool, can and cannot do and how it is the key to a successful implementation
on Thursday 19, 2020, at 11am EST.
Using AI is a promising development in contract management, which will only continue to innovate every year.
It is important to note that no technology would be able to fully replace contract professionals, but it is also
clear that the correct implementation of AI-driven tools can have a significant positive effect on contract
workflows and management.
The webinar will cover when and how to use AI software, why it is important to invest into AI technologies in
todays’ world and how we can maximize the benefits of an AI solution that has its own limitations.
The webinar takes place on Thursday 19, 2020, at 11am EST is free for all. Registration and instructions are
available on Brightleaf website: http://www.brightleaf.com/offerings/webinar-why-and-when-to-choose-aisoftware-for-contract-meta-data-extraction-and-analytics
ABOUT BRIGHTLEAF SOLUTIONS, INC.
Brightleaf provides a technology powered service to extract data from your contracts at extreme accuracy
using our own proprietary AI/Semantic Intelligence/Natural Language Processing technology, our own team of
lawyers to check the output, and our own Six-Sigma process.

Your legacy contractual documents along with this extracted meta-data can be migrated into a Contract
Lifecycle Management (CLM) system for tracking and reporting. This greatly enhances the value of your
investment in the system. The data can be virtually anything, and it is customized for each of your type of
contracts. All meta-data, terms and conditions, legal provisions, and even all obligations (which are usually
scattered throughout your contracts) are extracted by our software. Our team of lawyers check each-andevery extracted data-point against the original documents using a stringent Six-Sigma quality process, which
delivers highly accurate results.
Brightleaf gets recognized very often, including “Company of the Year” as a Contract Management Services
provider. Details of this and other recognitions and awards can be found at www.brightleaf.com/awardsrecognitions
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